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The building of a brand

Reaching for the sky with clear vision and creative freedom

SkyLuxe achieved the highest Qlassic score of 85%.

SkyAwani 2 has the highest Qlassic score of 79%.

stunning city views, cultural diversity and
most importantly, better job prospects.
“That’s not all. We also set ourselves
apart as we are a city centric developer
sourcing land banks in the city; that
has scarce parcels for residential
development thus, we work hard
effortlessly to find ideal spots to develop
without compromising on quality,
aesthetics and an unending offering of
unique facilities to enhance the lives of
our customers,” he said.
SkyWorld’s brand pillars emphasises
on brand experience, namely sky
living experience, value creation and
innovation.

Point of origin

SkyWorld's many achievements.

I

n just a few short years, city-centric
developer SkyWorld Development
Group (SkyWorld) has become
a household name among
homebuyers. In building the right
team for SkyWorld Development,
founder and executive chairman
Datuk Seri Ng Thien Phing aimed for
top-tier talent, recruiting veterans
who had worked with the foremost
developers in the industry.
While the process was challenging,
the clear vision and creative freedom
he offered was a major incentive to
those accustomed to the ponderous
processes common with more
established players.
Staying true to SkyWorld’s brand
promise, homebuyers can rest
assured of owning a quality home and

living. Quality is a central pillar to the
brand, driven by their internal Quality
Centre to train and share the best
practices among its staff, prospective
homebuyers and the public at large.
“People have asked why I would
teach my customers to find defects
in my own products. But I believe the
industry still has room to improve
in terms of quality control, and that
process needs to start with all of
us,” said Ng when asked about this
interesting behaviour.
Little wonder since quality is used
as SkyWorld’s key differentiator. Quality
is a strong advocate for urbanisation
as well as the beauty of city living. The
advantages include reliable public
transportation, quick connectivity,
endless dining and shopping options,

In 2013, SkyWorld embarked on a
rebranding exercise to better reflect its
vision, purpose and core business of
transforming cities.
A year later, SkyWorld introduced
its first master development, the 28acre SkyArena at Setapak. Ascenda
Residences, the first phase of SkyArena,
was launched amidst positive
response, recorded an impressive
100% take-up.
Following the successful launch,
SkyWorld unveiled SkyAwani 1, the
affordable home series at Sentul. The
project recorded an impressive 100%
take-up on the first day of its unveiling.
SkyWorld continues its upward trend
by launching SkyLuxe On The Park
and Bennington Residences, recording
over 94% take-up, doubling its revenue
within a year.
In 2017, when SkyWorld unveiled
its second phase of affordable homes
SkyAwani 2, every unit was snapped up
within a few hours. Later on, SkyAwani
3 and SkyAwani 4 in Setapak followed
suit when both were announced to be
fully sold.

SkyWorld took the lead by launching
SkyAwani 5 online via unit selection
platform Click2Own, achieving an
astounding 95% booking rate within
a single day. SkyWorld has launched
Solution+, the first ecosystem and
enhanced e-commerce platform in
Malaysia that connects SkyWorld
homeowners and home solutions
traders. This new feature in SkyWorld
Connects app received an overwhelming
response when the company achieved
RM2.8mil sales transacted within a week.
More recently, SkyWorld has launched
SkyCraft, a co-creation platform that
enables the public to share their input
on future dream homes. All feedback will
be gathered, analysed and implemented
in its upcoming launches. Throughout
the years, SkyWorld continues to build
its brand presence by delivering its
brand promise of building modern and
integrated developments across Kuala
Lumpur city and its position was further
cemented by winning several key industry
awards.

SkyWorld’s
brand pillars
emphasises
on brand
experience,
namely
sky living
experience,
value
creation and
innovation.

> Milestones
SkyWorld’s quality pledge
with the completion of
SkyWorld Quality Centre
also signalled another
milestone for the growing
company. SkyWorld is
proud to announce that two
of its developments have
achieved the highest Qlassic
ratings in Malaysia.
SkyLuxe On The Park in
Bukit Jalil achieved a score
of 85% within the high-rise
residential category and
SkyAwani 2, located off Jalan
Ipoh, recorded a score of
79% within the Residensi

Wilayah category.
Other notable
achievements to date
include:
• Surpassing its 1st RM1
bil in sales despite the
Covid-19 pandemic.
• Malaysia’s 1st online
unit selection platform
dubbed Click2Own, with
a 95% successful booking
rate on the launch day of
SkyAwani5 Residence.
• Malaysia’s 1st of its kind
quality centre called
SkyWorld Quality
Centre.
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Serene living at EdgeWood

Choice residence for urban families and discerning city dwellers

I

n a mature area surrounded
by dense urban landscape,
SkySanctuary takes the lead with
its distinction as the first natureinspired township in Setapak.
SkySanctuary is graced by two public
parks, and a three-acre lakeside private
park exclusive to residents. Jogging
and cycling tracks meander around
the lake, embodying the concept of
healthy living.Then there are the five
park fronting residences, integrated
together with a commercial hub for
convenience purposes.
EdgeWood Residences @
SkySanctuary forms the first residential
component. Here balance is achieved
between owning an expansive home
amidst lush greenery while enjoying
all the urban conveniences, right at
your doorstep. Concrete and steel
are contradicted by a green, serene
atmosphere, where a sustainable
and conducive environment is being
cultivated.

Homes for the earth
In line with a nature-friendly theme,
the development is GreenRE certified
and has many supporting features,
for example, the provision of a
central pneumatic waste collection
system, which collects, transports and
manages household waste.
Also, the units are specially
designed so that the windows are
capable of maximising natural light,
covering over 50% of the habitable
area. Adding to that is a six-metre
width balcony to expand the view
while providing ample ventilation.
Quality is another aspect that
EdgeWood Residences holds in
high regards. The development
complies with the Quality Assessment
System in Construction (Qlassic),
an evaluation that determines the
quality of workmanship in building
construction.
As for the units, they come with a
built-up from 856 sq ft to 1,280 sq ft,
the unique, versatile layouts giving an
added sense of spaciousness to your
home, not forgetting the highly limited
utility room for storage purposes.
Other innovative features include a
keyless entry and EV charging bay, not
to mention the speed ramp allowing
residents to reach higher car park
levels within a shorter distance.

There is a Psychedelia Garden to
liven up the area, with 425 vibrant
display planter boxes on the podium
facade. The trendsetting facilities
also include the parcel locker and
co-sharing space that cater to the new
norm during the pandemic.
Explore, play and exercise every
day in a harmonious neighbourhood
that nurtures a healthy community
bond.
These and many more assimilate
the concept of a village, bringing about
a clean and contemporary lifestyle with
nature at its core. If you ever find the
need to reach other points of interest,
the nearby LRT stations such as the
ones at Wangsa Maju, Sri Rampai
and Setiawangsa will offer good
connectivity.
Speaking of accessibility,
EdgeWood Residences is well
connected to the Duke Highway, Kuala
Lumpur Middle Ring Road 2, Jalan
Genting Klang and Jalan Tun Razak.
Moreover, the Kuala Lumpur city
centre is a mere five kilometres away.
You could also find entertainment at
the various malls within proximity like
the Wangsa Walk Mall, Setapak Central
Mall, Giant and AEON. Growing
families with children will experience
more convenience in the form of the
educational institutions close by.
Among them are government
schools, Chinese vernacular schools,
Sri Utama International school and
Tunku Abdul Rahman University
College. Emergencies are further
addressed by the hospitals nearby,
such as the Columbia Asia Hospital,
KPJ Tawakkal Specialist Hospital and
the General Hospital of Kuala Lumpur.
Those interested in owning an
address in EdgeWood Residences can
call us at (03) 2727-7468. For more
information, please visit our website
at: www.skyworld.my/edgewood

With a gross development value of RM508mil, EdgeWood Residences consists of 960 residential units on 3.7 acres of
land.

A confluence of
conveniences
All living needs are fulfilled at
EdgeWood Residences, with facilities
ranging from a mini cinema, yoga
dance room, gymnasium, pools suited
for various ages, and lounges to
facilitate community interaction.

Enjoy your very own private oasis filled with enriching facilities.

Workout in style as you enjoy a vantage point overlooking the Lakeside Private
Park
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Forging of a dream team
The creation of a rational map towards greater heights

T

hroughout history, whether
in competitions, revolutions
or businesses, a good leader
makes all the difference. In the
corporate world, only skilled leaders
can lead the way and propel the
organisation to greater heights.
But good leaders also need solid
teams behind them. Capable leaders
show followers a logical plan, map out
a vision and the ability to rationalise. In
short, a successful leader knows how
to use pathos and rationality to reach
out to people.
Looking at city-centric developer
SkyWorld Development Group’s
(SkyWorld) prolific leadership
structure, it is easy to understand why
this company has grown so quickly.
Founder and executive chairman
Datuk Seri Ng Thien Phing’s
methodology is simple and elegant:
Find the right talent.
“As a firm believer in getting
the right people, doing the right
thing, at the right place and time,
my team and I took six years to set
up the management team. We had
a strong pool of talent. We began
actively exploring quality land in Kuala
Lumpur,” he told StarProperty.
“We did thorough research
and came to the conclusion that
homebuyers place great value on the
beauty of city living. For that reason,

we positioned ourselves as a city
developer.
“I know all the small roads by now.
I like to meet people, so it’s perfect for
me to go around neighbourhoods and
sit and chat with the residents there.
When I see a good piece of land, my
eyes will blink. I can envision what we
can do on that parcel,” said Ng.
And because talent acquisition
is of particular importance to Ng, he
personally filtered the candidates
with the right attitude to fit into his
company, vision and drive.
“I will interview every applicant
for managerial positions and above
because it is important that we hire
people who can add value to the
company’s work culture and have
leadership quality,” he said.

Strong foundation
and support
Ng’s management team comprises
formidable leaders like executive
director Datuk Lam Soo Keong,
a lawyer by profession and chief
executive officer Lee Chee Seng, whose
expertise is in business management
and construction.
SkyWorld’s greatest strength lies
in its talent, and the staff is constantly
coming up with innovative products
that sell, said Ng.

“Talent is truly the wealth of any
organisation. I am a strategist. I make
sure the principal is right, and I let my
staff do the rest of the work. I don’t
want to control them. I give them
a platform and they do everything
themselves. Everything is an open
book at SkyWorld.”
After all, Ng’s philosophy is
straightforward. He subscribes to this
mantra: Dare to lead. “We believe in
strong leadership regardless of our
position and a strong belief of going
beyond ourselves. Basically, everyone
has a chance to lead! Let’s Talk enables
the team to raise their comments,
ideas, and recommendations, which
is an open communication and
transparent culture that sets us apart
from others.
“Get it Done is the spirit of high
productivity, striving to deliver high
performance. It ensures us to Walk
the Talk to transform the cities and
enhance the living experience for the
city communities,” he said.
Ng is not just a savvy entrepreneur
but also forward-looking. Even as
expansion plans are underway, he is
looking to a future where the company
will continue to thrive perpetually.

Leadership qualities
Precision is one of Ng’s assets. He

From left are Lam,
Ng and Lee - the
top management of
SkyWorld.

believes that a great leader should
be articulate using simple words to
make a point. A leader must also be
an excellent listener because it shows
an ability to appreciate the time and
energy of a team member.
“My goal is to build a professional
team that will one day take over the
management of the company,” he
says. Considering that nearly onethird of his staff are Millennials or
more commonly known as the Gen
Ys, it is not surprising that Ng has
already been grooming the next
generation of leaders.
“I always ask my staff, when you
buy a property, what are you looking
at? Today you buy at RM150,000,
tomorrow you want it to be
RM180,000. So how do you make it
RM180,000?
“You go for innovation, design and
the product must be very efficient.
How do you buy a BMW with a Camry
price? I challenge them to come up
with an innovative design to add the
BMW features into the Camry. So
although you are driving a Camry, the
feeling is as though you are in a BMW
and this is how we build at SkyWorld,”
said Ng.
He said if the product has good
quality, is innovative and sustainable,
the value will increase.
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SkyVogue Residences,
the urban minimalist
dream

A statement of prestige in the heart of Taman Desa

E

stablishing haute couture
in the sky is no other than
SkyVogue Residences by
SkyWorld Development Group ,
making it the next landmark in Taman
Desa. Here lies a modern residence
oozing with an abundant lifestyle on
the verge of the city centre.
The development straddles a
strategic spot between Kuala Lumpur
and Petaling Jaya, further connected
by major highways such as the Sprint,
MEX, SMART, Salak and KL-Seremban
expressway. Additionally, SkyVogue
Residences is next to Bandar Malaysia
and the financial district that is the
Tun Razak Exchange, which alludes
towards its future potential in capital
appreciation.
Going against the grain, the
development is low density,
comprising residential condominiums
with only 333 units. The master plan
concept incorporates contemporary
design with a blend of nature to create
a style that is both prevailing and
timeless.

With regards to the unit layout,
SkyVogue Residences offers a selection
of spacious units to suit the demands
of a growing city population. The units
of up to three bedrooms have built-ups
ranging from 1,085 sq ft to 1,400 sq
ft, whereas the duplexes range from
1,950 sq ft to 2,415 sq ft. The biggest
units are the penthouses with sizes
from 2,195 sq ft to 2,650 sq ft.
The layouts are versatile, spacious
and practical, with wide living and
balcony areas. Other innovative
features include destination
control system, seamless mobile
access system, automated waste
management system, and digital
lockset for safety purposes. Quality of
craftsmanship is assured with close
adherence to the standards set by the
Qlassic scoring system.

An Olympus of
facilities
Enjoy the many modern facilities in
place, all crafted with a purpose to

A marriage of nature and civilisation, an ode to the harmony of sustainable living.

ABOVE
Built on 1.34
acres, SkyVogue
Residences
registers at a gross
development value
of RM272mil.

BELOW
The homes have
been specifically
designed to
promote ventilation
while allowing
natural lighting to
reach deep into
the living space.

further your health and wellbeing. Dive
deep into the serenity of the infinity
pool, workout in style at high altitude,
or enjoy a treasured moment of
introspection at the swinging bird nest
chairs.
You could ride the lift to the top
and enjoy the breathtaking vista, which
unravels an ever-changing city skyline.
The sky lounge provides an ideal place
for conversations to happen amidst
the stars. These and many others set
the tone for a sublime vertical living
experience. Since the development
is compliant to the Green Building
Index, various green features have also
been incorporated. The green facade
not only adds to the aesthetics of the
building but also acts as a soft screen
that allows natural light into the car
park podium.
Residents can take a stroll within the
bosom of nature, where hanging
gardens artistically drape the top with

lush fronds. Trees are strategically
grown along the development and the
herb garden bursts with greenery.
Where location is considered, the
development itself neighbours a wealth
of upscale amenities, not considering
the affluent community residing there.
Nearby educational institutions include
international schools like Vikas, Sri
Dasmesh and Alice Smith as well as
University Malaya.
Those looking for shopping and
entertainment can check out Mid
Valley, KL Eco City Mall, Bangsar Village
or the NU Sentral, all within driving
distance.
Other points of interest can be
easily accessed via rail transit stations
at Bangsar, Seputeh or Mid Valley.
Adding to the future prospect are the
upcoming MRT 2 and MRT 3.

Seamless home
ownership experience
Thanks to the Maybank HouzKEy
Home Ownership Plan, our home
purchasers can effortlessly make this
prestigious address theirs. This home
ownership solution is made so easy
that you are not required to make any
downpayment as 100% financing is
provided, and there is no repayment
throughout the construction period.
To date, SkyVogue has achieved a
take-up of 98%. Only a few units are still
available. Make this dream home yours
from RM860,000 onwards. For more
information, please visit our website at:
www.skyworld.my/skyvogue.
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All the good growth locations
SkyWorld’s projects showing their real worth

C

ity developer SkyWorld
Development Group’s
(SkyWorld) ability to pick and
grow pockets of land within
Kuala Lumpur into lively and vibrant
addresses for the M40 is a testament
to its capability.
Indeed, its projects have served to
elevate the living standard of residents
who have upgraded to their highrise development. In addition, these
developments played their role in
advancing the property value of the
real estate within their vicinity.

Setapak
SkyWorld’s entry into Setapak, a
former tin mining and rubber estate,
was through its acquisition of two
plots of land with the aim to provide
quality homes to city dwellers. The
suburb, derived from the Malay
word setapak meaning one step, is
synonymous with its close proximity
to Kuala Lumpur.
The group has come a long way
since completing its first residence,
Ascenda Residences, in 2017, as it
aims to be the best city developer
through the creation of sky abodes
that encase the ultimate sky living
experience for homeowners.
With this in mind, SkyArena was
envisioned to provide an active
lifestyle with its mixed residential,
commercial, and sport complex
components to promote healthy living.
And its latest project SkySanctuary will
be its first nature-inspired township
with a three-acre resident-only Central
Park to promote sustainable living
communities.
As SkyWorld has proven itself to
be a long-term player that cares about
building sustainable communities
and elevating the quality of living
standards, its reputation will only
continue to grow alongside the value
of its developments.
Nearby in Setiawangsa, SkySierra
also benefits from its good location.

As the first mixed development in
the area that comprises residential,
commercial, office and central park
components, SkyWorld is enhancing
city living by introducing enhanced
amenities to residents.
This is one of SkyWorld’s strong
points. It is bringing in better offerings
to rejuvenate tired areas, which
are good locations but lacking that
spark to elevate the living standard
of residents and value creation
through quality homes. In this way,
SkyWorld’s integrated developments
will eventually uplift the communities’
standards.
Excellent connectivity and a
strong reputation as a happening
place to live and work coupled
with affordability made SkyWorld’s
development attractive. And when
all the advantages are added to this
popular area within Kuala Lumpur,
many homebuyers could easily see
the potential of sky-high living.
The transformation of an older
mature township with dynamic and
award-winning developments resulted
in the strong growth of property
values within Setapak.
The median price for properties
in this area is RM430,000 as recorded
from December 2020 to October 2021.
However, in October 2021, it rose to
RM470,000. A total of 371 property
transactions occurred during this
period. The highest property purchase
recorded during this period was
RM2.65mil for a semi-detached house.
The property value has been sliding
steadily over the last 10 years. The
price trend line hit RM451,521 as of
Oct 11, 2021, due to property market
slowdown, making this an opportune
time to buy in Setapak before the
trend line reverses its downward
trajectory.
With the borders reopening,
the property market is expected
to rebound. And if history repeats
itself, the property market will start
its impending upward movement,

pushing the median price in this area
to new heights.

Sentul
Another key area that SkyWorld
is focusing on is Sentul due to
its strategic location, which gives
excellent connectivity and accessibility.
Why Sentul? The 294-acre suburb is a
former railway hub, famous for its oldworld charm, historical temples and
pre-war shops.
With many highways and public
transportation infrastructure already
in place, Sentul is easily accessible
via the Kuala Lumpur Middle Ring
Road 2, Duta-Ulu Kelang Expressway,
Sultan Iskandar Highway, Jalan DutaSegambut Highway, and Sentul Link,
as well as through arterial roads
such as Jalan Tun Razak, Jalan Ipoh,
Jalan Pahang, Jalan Kuching and Jalan
Kepong.
It has two light rail transit (LRT)
stations at Sentul and Sentul Timur,
and a commuter rail station. In the
future, Sentul will also be serviced by
a mass rapid transit (MRT) station at
Sentul Barat, which is expected to be
completed next year.
The group’s SkyMeridien
Residences, being a transit-oriented
development, takes full advantage of
the improved public transportation
system. To enhance walkability, a
covered walkway will link it to the
Sentul Timur LRT station, giving
residents effortless access to the Klang
Valley via the multiple interchange
stations that run along the Star Line.
Coupled with SkyMeridien’s
resort-inspired facilities, residents and
owners will be able to enjoy the best
of both worlds - city living with resorts
facilities.

Taman Desa
SkyVogue Residences at Taman
Danau Desa is SkyWorld’s first
foray into this matured township
located on the border between

ABOVE
Kuala Lumpur's
property value has
been rising steadily
over time.
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Kuala Lumpur and Petaling Jaya. This
suburb houses numerous amenities,
including shopping centres, hospital,
commercial shop lots and schools
to cater to the middle to upper-class
residents there.
It is just a stone’s throw from one
of the nation’s biggest malls, Mid
Valley.
There were 101 registered
property transactions between
November 2020 and October 2021.
The median price for transacted
sub-sale property in Taman Desa is
RM413,000 as of October 2021, but
the reason was that the properties
transacted were mostly leasehold
units from low-cost flats to midcost
condominiums. The highest
transacted property was a corner
terrace house which was sold for
RM3.1mil in September 2021.
Because there have been very
few developments within this serene
enclave, the property prices are more
or less stabilised, with the trend
line resting at RM751,440. It will be
interesting to see if new projects like
SkyVogue Residences can inject fresh
interest into this area.

Bukit Jalil

BELOW
The first thing that
comes to mind
when Bukit Jalil is
mentioned is the
stadium.

The first thing that comes to mind
when Bukit Jalil is mentioned is the
stadium. The area was first developed
for the 1998 Commonwealth
Games, although other residential
developments followed suit as
this area began to capture buyers’
attention during the recovery period
in the aftermath of the Asian Financial
Crisis. This suburb withstood the 2008
recession and bounced back strongly.
The median price for transacted
property is the highest of the four
areas reviewed at RM618,000 as
of October 2021. A total of 223
properties were transacted from
November 2020 to October 2021.
SkyLuxe On The Park Residences
on the other hand experienced
capital gain of up to 40% despite
the negative impact of Covid-19
pandemic on the economy. The
overall demand for the developments
in Bukit Jalil has held steady. The
commercial segment, in particular,
has seen more activity lately,
according to property experts.

